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Japan /Fashion
The fashion industry continues to evolve at a staggering pace.

It has been 30 years since the first wave of Japanese designers sent shockwaves through the fashion world with their pitch-black 

creations. In recent years, the third and fourth generations of talent following in their footsteps have been making the Tokyo and Paris 

fashion weeks their stage, once again ensuring that the world takes notice of Japanese fashion designers.

At the same time, numerous local domestic brands have been developed. These boast incomparable creativity and convey an 

important social message. Through their designs, these brands spread awareness of sustainable development goals (SDGs) while also 

incorporating their offerings into a conventional, trend-based fashion framework.

Fashion originated as a way for an individual to represent their essential identity. While the designers and brands who we proudly 

introduce here represent but a tiny fraction of the whole industry, we believe they will withstand the test of time. They represent a spirit 

of creation and messages that will remain relevant for generations to come.

Japan / Fashion
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Designer’s brand 01

The products H. Katsukawa creates have various backgrounds such as 
leather materials and their manufacturing process, culture and natural 
science. With the knowledge and awareness acquired from them, we create 
from the perspective of craftsmanship, like product design X fashion, 
design X natural, science X art to expand our sensitive world.

“Feel the world from the product”

 - Visitation Hours : Reservation required

 - Number of Visitors Allowed : Maximum approximately 3

 - How to apply : State the date you would like to visit via E-mail.

 - Exports to
 
 
 - Language
 - Company Name
 - Address

H. Katsukawa

Eiichi Katsukawa is the designer of the brand. He leads the brand, H.Katsukawa as the shoe designer 
and leather artist. After graduating from college, and working in a domestic shoe manufacturer, he 
went to the UK. He learned about shoes design and production. After he graduated, he worked for 
Paul Harnden and came back to Japan in 2004. While he worked as a shoe repairer, he started his 
shoe brand in 2007. He kept on creating high quality and high design shoes for every season and 
established his unique position in the industry. In February 2016, his conceptual shoes collection, 
“Return to the Soil” was the first Asian shoe art to be collected by the Northampton Museum and 
Art Gallery. He opened a shoe shop, “THE SHOE OF LIFE” in Meguro-ku, Tokyo that focuses on shoe 
repair and also providing after service for leather products.

Creating original shoes that do not follow the footsteps of the past culture

He went to study in the UK to create his own product. After coming back to Japan, he provided his 

products to United Arrows and started his own brand in 2007. He expanded his creative activities from 

the shoe production he started as his representation medium not only to his current artworks but to 

leather and its processing for his unique expression from the standpoints of the craftsman and the artist.

He always holds up the keyword, “New Perspective.” He created artistically high originality shoes 

that do not follow in the footsteps of the past culture and faces the European culture he enjoyed and 

acquired the skills, experiences and roots he learned from there.

Activities at a new stage

10 years past after he launched his brand and he is brushing up the brand concept. Knowing who 

he is; Katsukawa has acquired a perspective in greater depth now. His primitive experience is the 

impulse to dig in the culture while enjoying the material and process.

He says that he wants to continue to create products with a solid framework and provide that impulse 

to the world through his brand. He was invited seven times in a row as the POP UP STORE designer 

of the PITTI UOMO which is one of the biggest men's’ fashion.exhibition.

1

Tel 090-8433-3842
info@hkatsukawafromtokyo.net
2010
http://hkatsukawafromtokyo.net/

 - Contact
 - E-mail
 - Established
 - Web Site 

Europe, USA, China, Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore
* For overseas businesses, sales agent is required.

Japanese and English
H.KATSUKAWA Co., Ltd.
102 Masumoto Bldg., 2-22-4 Ohashi, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-0044 JAPAN
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info@meanswhile.net
2014
http://meanswhile.net/

 - E-mail
 - Established
 - Web Site 

Canada, US, Europe, Russia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, 
Republic of Korea, China

Japanese and English
meanwhile inc.
4-20-3 Komazawa, Setagaya city, Tokyo, 154-0012, Japan

 - Visitation Hours : Reservation required

    * Closed: New Year’s, Golden Week (late April to early May), mid-August

 - Number of Visitors Allowed : Maximum approximately 10

 - How to apply : Please apply by email indicating your choice of date and time. 2

As the meaning of fashion keeps changing, Fujisaki says he wants to regenerate his awareness of 

clothes in that context of change. Based on the principle that design brings 100% functionality, cries 

are raised for diversity and powerful personalities. In such times, a tool that draws out an active and 

proactive character is a challenge to the essentialization of values through clothes designing.

From clothes for dressing up to clothes for drawing out character

Fujisaki has doubts about the trend-based fashion industry system that establishes seasons and 

changes in synch with them. Regarding the two aspects of clothes as “costumes” and “tools,” 

he wants to reconsider clothes as “objects” and explore their new potential. Since the brand was 

established in 2014, the global media’s response has been very positive, and the brand name has 

been spreading steadily in Italy, the U.K., Hong Kong, Korea, and other countries, including Japan. 

Currently in Paris, the annual collection is announced in accordance with the men’s fashion week.

To continue expanding the potential of clothing as a tool

Established in 2014. The designer is Naohiro Fujisaki. Approaching fashion from the 
perspective of manufacture and applying the concept, “a tool closest to the body,” Fujisaki 
pays attention not only to the design but also to fine details such as the pattern and 
stitching, to manufacture a domestic line of clothes with functionality. He is the winner of 
the 2016 Tokyo New Designer Fashion Grand Prix.

More than just a garment, clothes are a tool. Ancillary to daily activity, 
the purpose of design is to enhance the functionality of these tools. As 
these tools transform and adapt with wear, they in turn personalize each 
individual's style. It is this style that is the essence of fashion.

Designer’s brand 02
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 - Contact
 - E-mail
 - Established
 - Web Site 

Tel +81(0)75-203-9014
mitani@mittan.asia
September 2017
http://mittan.asia/

 - Exports to
 - Language
 - Company Name
 - Address

No restriction
Japanese and English
Thread Routes LLC
Not open to the public

 - Visitation Hours : Reservation required

    * Closed on Year-end / New Year’s holidays, Golden Week (from end of April to beginning of May), Summer Holidays (mid August)

 - Number of Visitors Allowed : Maximum approximately 3

 - How to apply : State the date you would like to visit via E-mail. 3

In clothes making, the company selects cool materials for the summer and warm materials for 

winter. Keeping in mind that clothes are to wrap people in seasonal transition and select appropriate 

materials and process. Currently, with the collaborations with the production areas such as Hanshu, 

Bishu and Hamamatsu, the company creates products utilizing the characteristics of cotton, hemp, 

silk and wool.

Select organic materials based on functions

Attracted to the charm of the design world, he studied the craftsmanship in the fashion industry, but 

at the same time he became suspicious about the conventional fashion cycle that prioritizes economic 

efficiency and the Western style fashion design world.

Originally, its own identity must exist inside the stylistic beauty, hence he could see it in the 

worldwide designers he loved. It was only natural that he came up with the current concept.

Pursue stylistic beauty with identity

Takeshi Mitani is the brand designer. He sets his base in Kyoto City. Based on the historical 
elements of the clothes that still remain worldwide, he creates his products with the theme of 
modern folk costumes. Since the brand’s establishment, he has been committed to the repair 
and process of his own products for a long time. MITTAN’s concept can be embodied by the 
garment’s design which proves it can be worn even after the fabrics are worn out. He did not 
carelessly choose to expand his lineups. He deepened the brand’s ideology and worked with 
business partners who understood his concept and devoted himself to steady work.

Fabrics are selected from the regions in Asia such as India, Laos and China, 
as well as different areas in Japan.By applying the handwork of vegetable 
dyeing method here and there, the design will let you touch the history the 
clothing has experienced.
Mainly cotton yarn is applied for the sewing and organic materials are used 
for the attachment. All products are sewed by domestic craftsmen in Japan. 
The company will take responsibility for the repair for a long term in order 
to create clothes that are not merely defined by efficiency and convenience.

Based on the historical elements 

of the clothes that still remain 

worldwide, MITTAN proposes 

modern folk costumes.

Designer’s brand 03
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 - Contact
 - E-mail
 - Established

Tel +81(0)3-6416-0972
info@nerdys.jp
2013 Spring & Summer

Canada, USA, Europe, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, China and Asian 
Region
Japanese and English
Katachi Ex
1-9-6 Aobadai, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-0042 JAPAN

 - Visitation Hours : Reservation required

    * Closed on Year-end / New Year’s holidays, Golden Week (from end of April to beginning of May), Summer Holidays (mid August)

 - Number of Visitors Allowed : Maximum approximately 10

 - How to apply : State the date you would like to visit via E-mail.
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CONCEPT

After six years from its debut, the brand keeps on producing genuine chic with the perfect balance of 

authentic elements and playfulness. Enjoying the good relations with the business partners abroad, 

the brand has continuous business in each country.

One of the brand’s charms is its unique approach, like the collaboration with the national brands, 

developing things that give you a little chuckle, or putting surprising items into street clothes. You 

can feel the remarkable combination created by the designer NERKLE in the specialty store BIN in 

Nakameguro thanks to great direction and refined selection of suppliers.

A unique approach from a broad perspective

THE NERDYS designer originally launched a fashion brand, EFILEVOL in 2006. He decided to 

retire from the brand upon his 10th anniversary with the brand. He created THE NERDYS as a brand 

to produce clothes for people, who, like him, are not so young anymore. Having the experience of 

enjoying fashion that celebrates decoration, at THE NERDYS he aims for fashion that sheds light on 

individuality while exploiting fashion sense.

Clothes that let out the individuality of the owner

The designer, NERKLE started the brand from the 2013 spring summer collection. “Nerd 
is slang for ‘uncool.’ THE NERDYS pursues the ‘inner exuding coolness’ worn by people 
who live their lives search ‘something’ from the fashion point of view. The brand began to 
attend overseas exhibitions a few years ago and expanded its business to Paris, USA, China, 
and Korea.

Nerd is slang for ‘a tacky person.’ The muses of THE NERDYS’ brand are 
uncool people who dedicate themselves to music with no fashion sense. 
They look as though they just put on something that was there when they 
left their homes and nonchalantly hop on the stage. Dopeness in ugliness. 
That’s what attracts us. We wanted to prepare stage costumes for those 
guys and that’s where THE NERDY garments come from. The key is 
preferences. That’s what NERD is. So, ladies and gentlemen, please enjoy 
the world of THE NERDYS.

Nerdy is Cool

THE NERDYS
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 - Exports to
 
 - Language
 - Company Name
 - Address

No restriction. The export agent will handle the shipments.

Japanese and English
SOMA DESIGN
2F Minami-Senzoku Building 1-4-4 Minami-Senzoku Ota-ku, Tokyo 145-0063 
Japan

Tel +81(0)50-1079-1589
soma@somadesign.jp
2006
http://www.somarta.jp/

 - Contact
 - E-mail
 - Established
 - Web Site

 - Visitation Hours : by appointment only

　*Closed: New Year’s, Golden Week (late April to early May), and summer holidays (mid- August).

 - Number of Visitors Allowed : up to 10

 - How to apply : Please apply by e-mail indicating your choice of date and time.

The design office SOMA DESIGN, launched at the same time as the brand, has activities in a wide 

range of fields, such as products, graphics, and spatial design. It has participated in the Salone del 

Mobile. Milano and launched the Taurus wheelchair in collaboration with Yamaha Motor Co., Ltd. In 

2014, it held Hirokawa’s first solo exhibition in Japan and abroad, “Tamae Hirokawa Exhibition Body 

Genealogy ―Creation of SOMARTA―,” and continues to be active in the fields of art and design.

Flexible and broad activities

Hirokawa first joined Issey Miyake Inc. In her design team, she worked on knit design and also 

became exposed to a wide range of designing regardless of fashion. Becoming independent in 2006, 

she launched the fashion brand SOMARTA. Applying the knowledge of two research areas she was 

interested in as a student―human anatomy and cosmetic beauty that heightens the glamor of the female 

body―she developed the “Skin Series” that has been receiving high praise from the brand’s inception.

In contrast to Western clothes that follow bodily contours through draping, this designer’s new approach 

of “making clothes seamlessly” starts from textile as a single thread. When woven, the clothing has 

a planar form; but when worn, it displays a three-dimensional shape, producing a beauty of form that 

connects with traditional Japanese clothing.

Creating a new aesthetics with unique form and technology

The designer is Tamae Hirokawa. Deploying the concept of the “possibilities of body wear”, she 
pursues the creation of clothing close to the skin. Her “Skin Series”, created by making full use 
of computer programming and no-sewing techniques, is stored in MoMA and has received high 
praise from the art and design industry. It continues to evolve as a "digital couture" beyond the 
realm of the conventional clothing industry. In 2007, Hirokawa won the 25th Mainichi Fashion 
Grand Prix Newcomer Prize and the Shiseido Encouragement Prize, and in 2008, the WIRED 
Audi INNOVATION AWARD. She is a member of the Asian Couture Federation.

We have continually questioned what the 21st-century clothing design should be and researched new 
manufacturing techniques. The “Skin Series” that is created by no-sewing knitting techniques is at the core 
of our brand and research as well as forming the basis of our clothes designing. Adding design to the “skin” 

we wear as the cloth of life has always been the neverending pursuit of humankind. It is the source of the experimentation in sensuous 
bodily expression by many peoples from ancient times to the present, regardless of era, nationality, or culture. Our “Skin Series” creates 
“the possibilities of body wear” by designing seamlessly 360 degrees over the human body and employing a high-density knit no-sewing 
manufacturing process. The conscious playing with light and dark in the designing enables the search for an expanded sense of physical 
beauty and expresses our present vision of the possibilities of body wear.

Designer’s brand 05
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Japanese and English
Mau Ltd.
Undisclosed

 - Visitation Hours : by appointment only

    *We close weekends, New Year’s holidays, Golden Week (from late April to early May), and summer holidays (mid-August).

 - Number of Visitors Allowed : Up to approximately five

 - How to apply : Let us know your preferred date by email.

Undisclosed
press@susuri.com
Undisclosed
https://www.instagram.com/susuri2/

 - Contact
 - Email
 - Established
 - Instagram

Designer’s brand 05
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Attaching importance to comfortableness, they choose the best materials mainly from natural ones. 

In the thorough manufacturing process, they dye fabric and sew clothes while sharing the awareness 

of local producers who provide them with materials. Their clothes have elements that contradict each 

other, such as “delicacy and simplicity, and elegance and innocence.” Tatsuya hopes that customers 

will encounter a new sense of value through their clothes. They produce 40 clothing forms in one 

season and release collections with some storylines twice a year.

In uncertain and unbalanced fluctuations

After the 2011 earthquake, Tatsuya and Ai decided to start exploring their creativity and established 

the brand in 2013. Having a concept that they propose new values, they are particular about 

expressing an idea that contradictory elements exist in a world. They produce clothes which have a 

strong presence, freely going back and forth the boundaries between masculinity and femininity, and 

standard and spontaneous. Susuri means "flowing smoothly" in Esperanto. They always try to make 

a difference in their clothing by changing front and back designs and size balances. susuri’s clothes 

are just like flowing water that never stays in one place and never gets tired. Fashion trends are 

constantly changing, whereas they continue to be flexible and make their own way.

Clothes - supple, flowing, like moving through water, and timeless

susuri was established in 2013. The brand is by Tatsuya and Ai Saito, the designers. They 
two alone elaborate the brand’s direction and themes and embody them in their products. 
They freely draw comfortable shapes that transcend gender barriers - neither masculine, 
nor feminine, nor gender-neutral.

Daily Journey
In everyday life, we feel abashed, nervous, amused, and we experience 
frictions.

Every day is like repeating small trips to find such hazy moods.
We produce clothes that represent such uncertain and unbalanced everyday 
moods by overlapping with images of different eras and stories and without 
being constrained by the idea of masculinity and femininity.

susuri


